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My talk is centered around sentences involving the German permission modal
dürfen ‘may, be allowed to’ such as (1).

(1) Maria
Maria

darf
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noch
still

drei
three

Wochen
weeks

auf
for

ihr
her

Visum
visa

warten.
wait

literally: ‘Maria is allowed to wait for her visa for another three weeks.’

I am interested in the occurrence of corresponding sentences in contexts that display
the following two properties: (i) the complement proposition of dürfen is perceived
as a necessity rather than a possibility and (ii) the complement proposition of dürfen
is undesirable for the individual towards which the modal is oriented (often the
syntactic subject). Whenever a dürfen sentence is uttered in such a context, it gives
rise to an ironic inference. The closest paraphrase of (1) under its ironic reading can
be given using English get to; cf. (2).

(2) ‘Maria gets to wait for her visa for another three weeks.’
(imitates ironic interpretation of (1))

I am going to address the following questions: (i) Under which conditions does
an utterance generally trigger an ironic inference, and (ii) how does an ironically
interpreted dürfen sentence satisfy these conditions? (iii) What is the content of the
ironic inference in the case of dürfen? (iv) How is this content related to the regular
denotation of dürfen in a given context?

I adopt Grice’s assumption that ironic inferences are implicatures arising from
a projected Quality violation: the implicature is taken to be a means of amending
the truth conditions of a given sentence in a way that would turn an otherwise false
proposition into a true proposition.

For the particular case of dürfen, I argue that the existential proposition it denotes
is false in contexts triggering irony because the set of prejacent worlds (the scope of
the modal operator) lies wholly outside the quantificational domain of the modal. I
propose to allow for a conversational move that consists in changing the bouletic
ordering source associated with dürfen from the actual (contextually determined)
ordering source to a counterfactual ordering source. This two-step process, i.e.,
derivation of a false meaning and subsequent modification of the ordering source, is
assumed to constitute the ironic inference in the case of dürfen. I address some of
the predictions my analysis makes as well as certain questions it raises.
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